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A shapeshifter who possesses magic shouldnâ€™t existâ€”and some people want to keep it that

way.Sky has finally accepted that her life will never be simple again. As a werewolf who is a host to

a powerful spirit shade, Sky has the ability to manipulate magic, among other thingsâ€”and that

means she has many enemies in the otherworld. In need of allies, Sky joins the Midwest Pack.Being

part of the pack is supposed to make things better. Instead, she is pulled into a clandestine world of

strange politics, dark secrets, and hidden dangers. When Sky does a powerful spell to protect

Ethan, the packâ€™s Beta, she is cursed by the Creedâ€”the ruling body of the witches who will do

anything to get rid of her.Adding to the problems, the Midwest Pack becomes responsible for

guarding the Clostra, a book of magic that everyone wants, including the Creed. In the wrong

hands, it can destroy the otherworld and force a battle that no one can win.When Sky meets a

powerful and mysterious witch who claims he can make it all stopâ€”the attacks, the rivalries, even

Skyâ€™s lycanthropyâ€”she is enticed. But the help comes at a priceâ€”the betrayal of her pack.Now

Sky must chooseâ€”fight with the pack or betray them for her own safety.
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I was wary going into this book as I did not much care for book 2. I felt Sky was a background

character in her own book, and Chris and the seethe were the story. I am pleased they were not

part of this story much. We got back to our true main characters. The pack was more central, and I

liked that as I got this book as a shifter and magic book. That said, I feel there has been a lot of

focus on Sky's magic, and not much on her shifter side. It seems that there is more of an

acceptance, but I have not really seen where this came from. I would like to see more development

there as that is a major part of her. It also does not seem that the pack does much together unless

there is conflict, so other than all being shifters I am not sure why they have a real loyalty to one

another. I would like to see that explored more. The concept of the two Alphas is interesting, and I

would like to learn more of the dynamics there as it seems to work. I liked that the Makenzie Hunter

resolved some prior issues before adding too many new ones. I dislike it when authors tend to pile

on too much with out resolving some problems. I liked that it seems the Ethan/Chris relationship

seems to be ended for good. I hope it stays that way, as I didn't find it plausible and was distracting.

I feel Ethan is back to his character more in this book and is focused on the pack again. I think Sky

is starting to show more of a backbone, and I like that. I enjoyed learning more about Sebastian's

character. I really like Claudia and find her any interesting supporting character. This book

addresses a lot about Sky's feelings of right and wrong and her humanity.

I really love this series from McKenzie Hunter . Our woman of the moment, despite all her abilities,

is so very human, and it is ultimately her humanity that drives her to make some really unpopular

decisions with alarming regularity.The series launches with Skylarâ€™s evolution from her

background as a werewolf hidden in a contemporary world by her adoptive mother, through to the

discovery of her magical abilities which seem to of dubious origins. It is through this facet of

Skylarâ€™s life that thrusts her into a position she doesnâ€™t want to be in. Life doesnâ€™t offer her

any positive choices and she becomes a victim to be constantly manipulated by others.Letâ€™s

face it, Skylar seems really good at putting her foot in it. Putting her foot in her proverbial mouth as

she once again she trips over her tongue. It is these choices which push Skylar in directions beyond

her control, and her youth rears its ugly head. Others claim she makes bad and dangerous choices

which are considered to poorly reflect on the wellbeing of the Midwest Pack . Her choices are so

often taken from her by others as she is manipulated once again.The enigmatic and mysterious

Quell takes a step back when things about Skylar donâ€™t go according to the image he has of her

character and from there, things keep getting more complicated. And need I mention Ethan, as his

motives and interest remain a confusing issue for her. His own background and abilities become



more obvious in this third novel, and draws the readers interest in the series as a whole to wonder

where his involvement takes us next. His past lover Chris, continues to keep her life in their word as

secretive as ever, and her vast amount of how-to and amazing insights into the magical world still

prove to be boundless.
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